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ABSTRACT

The present paper describes a case of late pitch peak
placement in West Swedish. In the Swedish prosodic
typology this dialect type belongs to the double-peaked
dialects, where the first pitch peak of a word in focus
represents word accent proper and the second peak
focal accent. In phrase-final position the focal accent H
appears to seek the edge of the phrase, while in non-
final position it seeks the stressed syllable of the post-
focal word. This late alignment of the focal accent H
has a parallel in the phonological behavior of the yes/no
question intonation contour in some varieties of Eastern
European languages (Greek, Romanian).

1. INTRODUCTION

Our default expectation for the phonetic realization of a
focused word in a phrase is probably that such an item
will be attributed higher values of the acoustic
parameters involved than other words in the same unit.
Thus the focused item is likely to have higher pitch and
wider pitch range, higher intensity, longer duration and
maybe higher spectral emphasis than unfocused words
within the same phrase. The present contribution will
discuss a case of focal accentuation in a prosodic
dialect type of Swedish where this expectation is
typically not borne out. The case in point is West
Swedish (götamål) and specifically the pitch realization
of focal accent in this dialect type. The present account
is based on laboratory speech data from the earlier
Swedish prosody project [1] and on spontaneous
material collected within the current SweDia 2000
project [2].

2. SWEDISH ACCENTUATION

Swedish is characterized by having word stress like in
other Germanic languages (such as English, Dutch and
German) and in addition to that word accent (accent I
and accent II). Three distinct levels of phonological
prominence are distinguished in Swedish: stress, accent
and focus. Stress (stressed/unstressed) is the lowest
level of prominence making up the basic, rhythmical
layer of an utterance. It is cued by non-tonal phonetic
correlates. Intonational prominence (accentuation) is
seen as an additional layer signaling higher
prominence. In Swedish intonational prominence is
divided into two distinct levels: (regular, non-focal)
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t and focus (focal accent) as the highest
nence level. In contrast to stress, the phonetic
ate of accent and focus is tonal; i.e. the higher
 of prominence are cued mainly by pitch. The
ction between accent I and accent II should be
ived of as a differentiation within the category
tional prominence. It should be pointed out that
is no difference in prominence level between the
ord accents. Thus an accented or focused word

has got either accent I or accent II in the dialects
ave the distinction.

3. PROSODIC DIALECT TYPES

ding to the prosodic typology of Swedish, which
sed primarily on the pitch realization of

tuation, there are four main dialect types: South,
al, East, and West. A fifth prosodic dialect type,
ast (Finland) Swedish, is characterized by the lack
e word accent distinction but is prosodically
ise like the other Swedish dialect types [3], [4].

our main dialect types can be further grouped and
d into two major groups called single-peaked and
e-peaked dialects. This dichotomy is based on
er the pitch contour of accent II of a disyllabic
(stressed on the first syllable) has got one or two

peaks. It can be demonstrated that the
fication of dialects into single-peaked and double-
d reflects differences in the pitch realization of
accentuation [5]. In single-peaked dialects (South,
al) focal accent is typically manifested by a wider
range of the focused word than a corresponding
used (but still accented) word in the same phrase.
uble-peaked dialects (East, West) focal accent is
d signaled by the addition of an extra pitch
e after the pitch peak representing word accent
r.

r modeling of Swedish intonation [5] the word
dy part of accentuation was represented as a HL
gesture independent of word accent (accent I /
t II) and dialect type (South, Central, East, West).
istinctive feature is the timing of this HL gesture
ation to the segmentals. The timing of this HL
re is relevant in two different respects: on the one
for the word accent distinction with accent I

ring earlier than accent II independent of dialect
and on the other hand for dialect identity with a
ct timing (for each of the two word accents) for



the four dialect types. This can be seen for accent II in
Figure 1 below. The pitch realization of focus was
modeled by having either a wider pitch range of the
word accent gesture (lower L / higher H) for single-
peaked dialects (South / Central) or by having an extra
pitch gesture H added (after / late after word accent
proper) for double-peaked dialects (East / West).

4. PITCH CORRELATES OF FOCAL
ACCENT

The expectation referred to above that focal
accentuation of a prominent word in an utterance will
be reflected by means of relatively higher pitch and
wider pitch range comes out differently in different
prosodic dialect types. Among the Swedish dialects the
least complex situation is found in the single-peaked
dialects, e.g. in South Swedish (prototype Malmö).
Here the pitch gesture associated with focal
accentuation – typically a wider pitch range – is tied to
the stressed syllable (main stress) of the focused word
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Pitch realization of focus in Swedish for the
four main dialect types. Schematic pitch contours of
two accent II words in a phrase with variation in focus
location. The arrows mark the CV-boundary of the
successive stressed syllables of the word.
It should be noted, though, that there is a difference in
the alignment of the pitch contour for accent I and
accent II in relation to the main stress, so that the accent
II contour can be said to occur with a small but
consistent delay. Generally speaking, however, the
correspondence between pitch correlates and focal
accentuation in South Swedish is not unlike the
situation in other Germanic languages, e.g. in English.

A more complex situation is found in the other prosodic
dialect group, namely in the double-peaked dialects, i.e.
East and West Swedish. We should remember that the
first pitch peak of these dialects is related to word
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t proper, while the second peak is the
estation of focal accent. This focal accent peak
orm a plateau, if there is some distance (in terms

ber of unstressed syllables) up to the next stress.

elative timing difference for the pitch contour of
o word accents is true also of the double-peaked
t type. So, for example, in East Swedish
type Stockholm) the second pitch peak of an
t II word does not occur in the stressed syllable
 stress) but typically in the post-tonic syllable of a
abic word [6]. In compound words the second
can occur even later. The alignment of the peak is
 secondary stress located in the final element of
mpound. This means that the focal accent pitch
e is synchronized with the secondary stress [7].
in East Swedish the pitch peak related to focal
t (the second pitch peak of an accent II contour)
lly occurs later than the main stress of a focused
 but it is still usually within the domain of the
in focus.

5. THE WEST SWEDISH CASE

est Swedish (prototype Gothenburg) the pitch
e of focal accent is also realized late, in fact even
than in East Swedish [8]. First, in phrase- or
nce-final position, focal accent has as its primary
ate a pitch rise, which appears to be aligned with
hrase-final syllable. This means that pitch ends
when the final word of an utterance is in focus.

is true of both simplex and compound words. So
 in East Swedish the secondary stress of a

ound is not a synchronization point for the focal
t pitch gesture. This raising of pitch at the end to a
ithout having any implication of continuation or

ion – is what Swedes would recognize as typical
est (Gothenburg) Swedish. In our modeling this
simply represented as a H late after the word
t HL [5].

most interesting case is, however, focal
tuation in phrase non-final position. In this
xt the pitch gesture of focal accent may occur
beyond the focused word itself. It is as if the pitch
re related to focal accent  (a pitch rise from a L to
 incorporates also the post-focal accent, and
nates on the main stress of the accented word
ring directly after the word in focus. For the
e non-final case in West Swedish, the focal accent
not realized as a separate pitch peak but instead
ides with the post-focal accent peak. The result
e a raising of the post-focal pitch peak, i.e. the H
s accent HL gesture. This means that the post-
accent may be characterized by higher pitch and
 pitch range than the accent peak aligned with
stress of the focused item itself. This may seem
oxical relative to the default expectation about



focal accentuation and the pitch gesture associated with
it, as referred to above. People not familiar with this
dialect type, i.e. West Swedish, may even misinterpret
focus location in the phrase because of this mismatch,
as it seems, between focal accentuation and pitch
height.

Our analysis of different examples from the SweDia
2000 spontaneous data base shows that the word accent
identity of the post-focal accent is respected, i.e. the
accent I / accent II distinction is maintained post-
focally. Figure 2 shows an example of a phrase with
focal accent in a non-final position taken from the
SweDia data base. The phrase consists of four accented
words with focal accent on the second word. This word
has accent I, while the other three words have accent II.
What we see is that the highest pitch peak is on (the
stressed syllable of) the post-focal word, while the focal
word itself has got lower pitch values.

Thus, in summary, what we see in West Swedish is that
the pitch correlates of focal accent culminate beyond
the focused word itself, i.e. they occur with a
(considerable) delay relative to the default expectation
about synchronization of focal accent and its pitch
realization.
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Figure 2. Example of focal accentuation in phrase non-
final position in West Swedish. F0 contour and
waveform for the phrase ‘mina ‘POJKA(R) ‘väldi(g)t
‘mycke(t) (my BOYS very much) by an elderly female
speaker (Kärna).

6. DISCUSSION

The paradox of the focal accent H occurring beyond the
focused word itself is perhaps not as great as it may
seem at first, though. We should remember that other
acoustic-phonetic cues like duration, intensity, and
spectral emphasis are signaled, as far as we know, in the
focused item itself, so that the post-focal item has lower
values for these parameters other than pitch. It is as if in
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ontext the focused item is further amplified and
 relief by the raising of pitch from the focal to the
ing post-focal item. We should also note that
accentuation and particularly its pitch realization
 typically only local, but the global features within
osodic phrase should be recognized as well.

means that even if the post-focal accent has got
y higher pitch and wider pitch range than the
ding focal item, the post-focal item is also the
g-point of a drop in pitch. If this is the only post-
accent and thus phrase-final, pitch will fall to a
 pitch level within this accentual unit. By

arison, this accentual fall is not followed by a
rise, which would be the case for a focal item
ring in phrase-final position. If the post-focal
t is not phrase-final but is followed by further
ocal accents, it will be part of an accentual
stepping, being the typical pitch realization of a
nce of post-focal items (see Figure 2).

nhoven [9] has suggested that in general pitch
delay may be a means of enhancing and even
tuting high pitch. The basis for this is to be found
logically determined conditions, specifically in
eech production process of pitch variation and its
n to intonational meaning. He identifies three

rsal biological codes. In the present context one of
is particularly relevant, namely the effort code.
ding to Gussenhoven increases in the effort
ded on speech production will among other things
o a wider excursion of a pitch gesture. The most
us informational interpretation of this is
asis’. He further assumes that a higher pitch peak

ake longer to reach than a lower one and thus will
lly occur with a time delay. Human speakers and

ers can exploit this connection. The implication is
ate peaks somehow sound more prominent than
peaks. The perceptual illusion involved is then
igh pitch peaks can indicate wide pitch range and
eaks can simulate high peaks.

[10] reports on features of yes/no question
tion in several languages and language varieties

e eastern half of Europe including Hungarian,
 and Romanian. The tonal melody is analyzed as
accent associated with the stressed syllable of a
ed word and a following HL gesture. Interestingly
h for a phrase non-final focus location this HL

re will be associated not with the focused word
but with either the edge of the phrase or with the
ed syllable of a word following the focused word.
ice, Ladd and Arvaniti [11] the tonal melody of
cases of question intonation is further analyzed as
itch accent), H- (phrase accent) and L (boundary
and discussed in terms of a secondary association
rase accent. Secondary association of phrase



accents has been discussed in Pierrehumbert and
Beckman [12] and in Gussenhoven [13]. The L* pitch
accent is always on the stressed syllable of the focused
word, and the L boundary tone is at the very edge of the
phrase. The languages and language varieties differ,
however, in their association of the H- phrase accent.
The two alternatives appear to be either edge-seeking or
stress-seeking.

In the present context the most interesting case is that
of Standard Greek and Standard Romanian, where the
phrase accent H- appears to seek the stressed syllable of
the word following the word in focus. This means that
we have very much the same situation as in West
Swedish with the H- phrase accent (or focal accent in
our terminology) having a (secondary) association with
the stressed syllable of the post-focal word. But while
the Eastern European examples refer specifically to
yes/no question intonation, the West Swedish case
concerns regular focal accentuation in declarative
intonation. Even if we can identify further differences
in that in West Swedish the pitch accent of the word in
focus involves a HL gesture and the focal accent is
analyzed as a mere H, the general similarity in the focal
accent being either edge-seeking or stress-seeking is
striking. Thus in both cases (Eastern European as
compared with West Swedish) for a phrase-final focus
the H appears on the very final syllable and for a non-
final focus it is the stressed syllable of the post-focal
word that attracts the focal accent H. It is tempting also
for West Swedish to analyze this H as having a
secondary association to the stress of a post-focal word
or if there is no such word to the edge of the phrase.

CONCLUSION

In West Swedish the pitch peak associated with focal
accentuation of a word has a very late timing. In
phrase-final position the H focal accent is in the phrase-
final syllable. In phrase non-final position it is typically
not aligned with the word in focus itself, but as late as
the stressed syllable of the post-focal word. This
alignment of the focal accent H is parallel to the
question intonation contour in Standard Greek and
Standard Romanian described in [11]. Here the
corresponding phrase accent H- also appears to seek
either the edge of the phrase (final focus) or the stressed
syllable of the post-focal word (non-final focus).
Despite a few differences of detail between the West
Swedish and the Eastern European cases, the general
similarity of the phonological behavior of the two
intonation patterns is intriguing.
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